Discussion time☺

Look at the imagery
on the board.
Spend 1 minute
discussing what you
think the project
theme might be.

Home Learning: Task 1
Why will it benefit you?

✓ Develop your artist skills and creative
thinking

It is your responsibility to –
•
•
•
•

Hand the home learning in on time.
Complete work to the best of your ability.
Present work to a high standard.
Actively seek support if needed before the
deadline.

Date given -

Task: Homework 1

Hand in date –

Research two songs that you think you
will use to base your visual lyrics work
on.
Print out the song lyrics for both songs
and underline any keywords you think
would be interesting to illustrate.
Write a paragraph to explain why you
have chosen each song, explaining the
mood and emotion of the song

Support/Recommended resources –
You are welcome to use the Art
computers any lunch time or room
142 Thursday lunchtimes!

KEYWORDS:
Do you know the
definition of all the
lessons keywords?

✓ Today students
will produce
detailed written
analysis of current
art work inspired
by music lyrics

Detailed
Analysis

Progress log
page: 11

Starter task: Progress Files page 5
15 minute independent work.
Shading: This is a skill you will use
many, many times when creating
art work. Mastering this skill will
allow you to create more realistic
and detailed pencil studies.
Shading is a skill that requires
patience and care, but when done
well it is a very effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your shading
skills. Take your time to develop
smooth shading. Keep inside the
boxes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Discussion time☺
What is shading?
What is the correct way to
shade?
Why is it important to be
able to shade using a range
of tones?

Do you know the
definition of all the
lessons keywords?

✓ Today students will
be able to produce a detailed mind
map to explore possible ideas for
their art work based around
visualising music lyrics

KEYWORDS:
Mind map
Detailed
Visualising
Progress log
page: 12

Reflect and Review.
Peer Assess: Page

Spend 5 minutes to write a
WWW and EBI to review your
progress so far. Remember be
constructive. Your feedback must
be useful to help you make more
progress. Be prepared to
feedback to the class.

Starter task: Progress Files page 5

15 minute independent work.
Shading: This is a skill you will use
many, many times when creating
art work. Mastering this skill will
allow you to create more realistic
and detailed pencil studies.
Shading is a skill that requires
patience and care, but when done
well it is a very effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your shading
skills. Take your time to develop
smooth shading. Keep inside the
boxes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Discussion time☺
What is shading?
What is the correct way to
shade?
Why is it important to be
able to shade using a range
of tones?

Do you know
the definition
of all the
lessons
keywords?

✓ Today students will
produce detailed written
analysis of different
examples of font

KEYWORDS:
Font
Analysis

Progress
log page13

Starter task: Progress Files page 1

15 minute independent work.
Shading: This is a skill you will use
many, many times when creating
art work. Mastering this skill will
allow you to create more realistic
and detailed pencil studies.
Shading is a skill that requires
patience and care, but when done
well it is a very effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your shading
skills. Take your time to develop
smooth shading. Keep inside the
boxes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Discussion time☺
What is shading?
What is the correct way to
shade?
Why is it important to be
able to shade using a range
of tones?

Do you know
the definition of
all the lessons
keywords?

✓ Today students will
produce a range of
experimental samples
to create effective
backgrounds using
different art
techniques

KEYWORDS:
Experimental
Samples
Techniques
Effective

Discussion time☺
• What are
techniques?
• Why is it
important to
experiment in
art work?

Progress
log
page:18-20

Home Learning: Task 2
Why will it benefit you?

✓ Develop your artist
skills and creative
thinking

Task: Homework 2
Write your name in a creative way
that expresses your personality. Make
sure you include the following
✓ Creative fonts
✓ Colour
✓ Imagery

Date given Hand in date –

It is your responsibility to –
•
•
•
•

Hand the home learning in on time.
Complete work to the best of your ability.
Present work to a high standard.
Actively seek support if needed before the
deadline.

Support/Recommended resources –
You are welcome to use the Art
computers any lunch time or room
142 Thursday lunchtimes!

Starter task: Progress Files page
15 minute independent work.

Mark making: This is a skill you will
use many, many times when
creating art work. Mastering this
skill will allow you to create more
interesting and detailed pencil
studies. Mark making is a skill that
requires patience and care, but
when done well it is a very
effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your mark
making. Take your time to develop
each technique. Keep inside the
shapes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Progress
log page: 6

✓ Today students will
produce two visual lyrics
designs. These must
include the following
• Effective use of fonts
• Effective use of imagery
• Effective use of
backgrounds

Do you know
the definition
of all the
lessons
keywords?

KEYWORDS:
Design
Imagery
Backgrounds

Discussion time☺
Why is it
important to go
through a design
process?
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Visual Lyrics Designs

To improve your work you now need to:
✓Make your background more interesting
✓Make your title more creative to link to the lyrics
more
✓Add more colour to your design
✓Neaten up your colour work to improve the
overall design
✓Include more imagery to link with the song title

Reflect and Review.
Peer Assess: Page

Spend 5 minutes to write a
WWW and EBI to review your
progress so far. Remember be
constructive. Your feedback must
be useful to help you make more
progress. Be prepared to
feedback to the class.

Starter task: Progress Files page
15 minute independent work.

Mark making: This is a skill you will
use many, many times when
creating art work. Mastering this
skill will allow you to create more
interesting and detailed pencil
studies. Mark making is a skill that
requires patience and care, but
when done well it is a very
effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your mark
making. Take your time to develop
each technique. Keep inside the
shapes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Progress log
page: 6

✓ Today students will
produce a final piece of art
work for the visual lyrics
project
Success Criteria
• Effective use of fonts
• Effective use of imagery
• Effective use of backgrounds

Do you
know the
definition of
all the
lessons
keywords?

KEYWORDS:
Design
Font
Skills

Visual Lyrics Final Piece

To improve your work you now need to:
✓Make your background more interesting
✓Make your title more creative to link to the lyrics
more
✓Add more colour to your design
✓Neaten up your colour work to improve the
overall design
✓Include more imagery to link with the song title

Starter task: Progress Files page
15 minute independent work.

Mark making: This is a skill you will
use many, many times when
creating art work. Mastering this
skill will allow you to create more
interesting and detailed pencil
studies. Mark making is a skill that
requires patience and care, but
when done well it is a very
effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your mark
making. Take your time to develop
each technique. Keep inside the
shapes as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Progress
log page:
6

✓ Today students will
produce a final piece of art
work for the visual lyrics
project
Success Criteria
• Effective use of fonts
• Effective use of imagery
• Effective use of backgrounds

Do you
know the
definition of
all the
lessons
keywords?

KEYWORDS:
Design
Font
Skills

Visual Lyrics Designs

To improve your work you now need to:
✓Make your background more interesting
✓Make your title more creative to link to the lyrics
more
✓Add more colour to your design
✓Neaten up your colour work to improve the
overall design
✓Include more imagery to link with the song title

Home Learning: Task 3
Why will it benefit you?

✓ Develop your artist skills and creative
thinking

It is your responsibility to
–
•
•
•
•

Hand the home learning in on
time.
Complete work to the best of
your ability.
Present work to a high standard.
Actively seek support if needed
before the deadline.

Task: Homework 3
Look at the art work for the Coldplay album “An head full of
dreams”
Write a detailed PMI analysis to explain your thoughts about
the design and how the imagery links to the title.
Make sure you write about the colour choices, the
illustrations and the layout.
P: Plus what do you most like about the work?
M: Minus what do you least like about the work?
I: What is most interesting about the work?

Date given Hand in date –

A Head full of Dreams- Coldplay

Support/Recommended
resources –
You are welcome to use the Art
computers any lunch time or
room 142 Thursday lunchtimes!

Starter task: Progress Files page
15 minute independent work.

Shading: This is a skill you will use
many, many times when creating
art work. Mastering this skill will
allow you to create more
interesting and detailed pencil
studies. Shading is a skill that
requires patience and care, but
when done well it is a very
effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your shading.
Take your time to develop this
technique. Keep inside the shapes
as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Progress
log page:
7

✓ Today students will
produce a final piece of art
work for the visual lyrics
project
Success Criteria
• Effective use of fonts
• Effective use of imagery
• Effective use of backgrounds

Do you
know the
definition of
all the
lessons
keywords?

KEYWORDS:
Design
Font
Skills

Visual Lyrics Designs

To improve your work you now need to:
✓Make your background more interesting
✓Make your title more creative to link to the lyrics
more
✓Add more colour to your design
✓Neaten up your colour work to improve the
overall design
✓Include more imagery to link with the song title

Starter task: Progress Files page
15 minute independent work.

Shading: This is a skill you will use
many, many times when creating
art work. Mastering this skill will
allow you to create more
interesting and detailed pencil
studies. Shading is a skill that
requires patience and care, but
when done well it is a very
effective tool in art.
Carefully practise your shading.
Take your time to develop this
technique. Keep inside the shapes
as you would in a drawing.
Be aware you will revisit this task
over a few lessons…take care with
your work

Progress
log page:
7

✓ Today students will
produce a final piece of art
work for the visual lyrics
project
Success Criteria
• Effective use of fonts
• Effective use of imagery
• Effective use of backgrounds

Do you
know the
definition of
all the
lessons
keywords?

KEYWORDS:
Design
Font
Skills

Visual Lyrics Designs

To improve your work you now need to:
✓Make your background more interesting
✓Make your title more creative to link to the lyrics
more
✓Add more colour to your design
✓Neaten up your colour work to improve the overall
design
✓Include more imagery to link with the song title

